Patrick-McCarthy to be 'voice' of ND
Flanner Co-Presidents win majority of votes from Mod and 'God' Quads in run-off

By LIZ FORAN

A near-sweep of the Mod Quad and slight majority of Main "God" Quad votes landed Flanner Co-Presidents Jonathan Patrick and Dennis McCarthy in the driver's seat of student government for the coming year. "Dennis and I are really excited about the way things turned out," Patrick said. "We're excited to get into office and begin working."

With a platform emphasizing improved student government-student body communication, McCarthy and Patrick took 55 percent of the total vote, with 2,041 student votes in the election. Kevin Klau and Larissa Herzeg took 45 percent, or 1,623 votes, 3,664 students voted in the election.

Despite the controversy surrounding a late entry to the race, the Patrick-McCarthy ticket had the strongest support from the Mod Quad, taking 75 percent, or 954 of the 1,267 votes cast for them. They showed a slight majority on the Main Quad, with 54 percent of the 451 votes, while narrowing losing the north end. Klau-Herzeg took 61 percent of the South Quad votes, or 667 of the 1,103 votes from that area. They also took North Quad with 54 percent of the 806 ballots cast.

Although disappointed, Herzeg expressed support for the Patrick and McCarthy ticket. "We want to congratulate JP and Dennis," she said. "Kevin and I both think that they'll do a good job."

"We also want to thank everyone who supported us throughout the election," she added. "We could never have made it as far as we did without the support of our friends."

Only 37 of the 1,440 off-campus student voted in the run-off election, dropping total voter turnout to only 47 percent of the student body. Of the off-campus residents, 55 percent cast ballots.

Patrick and McCarthy owe 10 percent of their total votes to their own dorm, with 364 of 387 total Flanner votes cast for them. After taking a weekend trip to relax and get away from the pressure of campaigning and the election, Patrick said that he and McCarthy are anxious to get into office and get started on the ideas of their platform. "We're going to start working on making WVFI an FM radio station in a couple of weeks," he said. "We really are working to become the voice of Notre Dame."

"We're excited to start implementing our ideas," he added.

Service award given to Suzan

Helen Suzman, South African political activist and outspoken opponent of her nation's now abolished apartheid system, will receive the 1994 Notre Dame Award for international humanitarian service during a ceremony at Notre Dame on April 5.

"Helen Suzman confronted the legalized barbarism of a nation state with courage, compassion, and civilized self-assurance," said Notre Dame President Father Edward Malloy. "Her political career has been driven by the hunger and thirst for justice which the Beatrixes celebrate and which is shared by the finest members of the Notre Dame community."

A member of the South African Parliament from 1953 until her retirement in 1989, Suzman, representing the Progressive Party, was the sole anti-apartheid member of that body from 1961-74. During her stormy tenure in parliament, the occasionally acerbic Suzman regularly and publicly clashed with apartheid prime ministers Hendrik Verwoerd, Johannes Vorster, and P.W. Botha.

Hundreds march for GLND/SMC

Students, staff, and faculty show support

By DAVE TYLER

Over three hundred students, professors, and staff marched on the Administration Building Monday afternoon to protest the University's decision to ban Gay and Lesbians of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's College (GLND/SMC) from meeting in the University Counseling Center, and call on Notre Dame to officially recognize the group.

The rally, which began at the DeBartolo Classroom Building, lasted approximately forty minutes. After departing from DeBartolo, the march wound towards the Administration Building, where marchers stretched to form a human circle around its base, then passed through LaFortune Student Center and ended at the Fiedbough Mall area.

The peaceful demonstration was marked by signs, chants, songs, and an attempt by some marchers to enter the Administration Building.
The lure of smoking

Chances are you have seen me walking down the street, with a cigarette clamped between my lips. This may come as a surprise to you, as I do not smoke. However, I am rather easy to recognize with my large trench coat, old-beaten-up fedora, goatee and cigarette. Yes, you have identified me by the Camel Light hanging from my lips. Smoking almost a pack a day is nothing to me, and I am almost always a square at my mouth, for I am a smoker.

Many non-smokers see a cigarette as a cancerous stick. They see tobacco er. smoking will kill me, I would be able to pay always a square at my tuition in several large bags of loose ra, goatee and cigarette. Just to have a cigarette? It is something deep something in pulling a cigarette out of a pack, called the grossest of habits? opening my bonding experience.

I stand outside, with a wind-chill below zero, lighting, and sharing six minutes of your life with within all smokers. The few minutes in the cold a welcome study break.

One of the reasons we will look for me on the quad, and ask me for a square, and you will see that I am correct. In this ruff and selfish society, one smoker will usually have a kind word for another.

The views expressed in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

World at a Glance

DALLAS

Car buyers are more interested in haggling for a bargain than they were two years ago, and the trend toward less haggling may have peaked, according to a study released Sunday.

The increase in haggling probably is a sign that dealers are changing their traditional adversarial relationships with buyers and doing a better job of making them happy, said Doug Dohring, chairman of the firm that conducted the survey.

"The pressure from the manufacturers that (dealers) must satisfy customers is actually having an impact on the consumer," he said after releasing the survey at the National Auto Dealers Association convention in Dallas.

Snitches used too much, says journal

NEW YORK

The use of paid informants and other "snitches" by federal law enforcement has become so widespread that it is distorting the legal process, according to a National Law Journal report. Cash payments to informants increased from $25 million in 1985 to $97 million in 1993, according to the study released by the New York-based weekly through the Freedom of Information Act. Several authorities quoted by the newspaper in its Feb. 13 issue deplored the trend as opening the way to abuse of the legal system.

Former Drug Enforcement Administration agent Colleen Martin called the situation "out of control," with informers being paid two or three times the market rate to lure suspects into law enforcement.

"The integrity of the criminal justice system is at stake. There needs to be better control and supervision," she said. "This is a system that should come from the law enforcement, and soon," said Stephen Trott, who headed the Justice Department's Anti-Crime Division in the Reagan administration and is now a federal appeals court judge. Trott predicted that if that doesn't happen, "you can bet that Congress or the courts will step in."

Parents look to movies for gift ideas

NEW YORK

Parents scrambling to guess the hot toy of 1995 may not need to look beyond Hollywood. The toys getting the most attention at this year's Toy Fair, the giant annual trade show opening Monday, are based on TV shows or comic big-budget movies. Toy makers are taking more cues from the entertainment industry since the huge success of Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles and Power Rangers, which were based on TV programs. Bandai, the toy company that makes the big-budget Power Rangers - the small plastic action figures - has added to the 1995 line of figures based on the upcoming Power Rangers movie. Other companies have products including, and cuddly versions of the Rangers. The question is whether the Rangers will dominate the toy business as they did in 1994. Children are fickle consumers and can suddenly and collectively tire of a toy. And there's a slew of other action figure lines just waiting to take over the Ranger hero figures that are linked to movies or shows, including Bandai's The Tick and Mega Man; Kenner's The Mask; Playmates Toys Inc.'s Wildcat U.S. and Star Trek; and Tyco's BattleTech. Kenner's VR Troopers, already popular with kids, are back. And there are hundreds of action toys, plush toys, and games tied to shows and films scheduled for later this year, including "Casper," "Sailor Moon," "Masked Rider, " "Pocahontas," "Judge Dredd," "Batman Forever," "Congo," and "Waterworld".

Brewers, wholesalers renew debate

INDIANAPOLIS

Brewers and wholesalers have renewed a 10-year-old struggle over Indiana's prohibition against establishing exclusive territories for beer sales. Bartholomew County Beverage Co. claimed in Marion County Superior Court last week that a price incentive implemented in cooperation with the Indiana Brewers' prohibition was illegal. Milwaukee-based Miller pays wholesalers more for beer said to retailers within assigned territories for sales to retailers elsewhere. Consumer advocates contend such restrictions create monopolies, triggering higher prices for consumers. An attorney representing Bartholomew, said Miller tried to limit his client's sales to adjoining counties when it implemented the price incentive, and was tantamount to establishing exclusive territories prohibited by state law and an Alcoholic Beverage Control panel. Bartholomew said the incentive, the so-called "Son of Beer Baron," Miller attorney Ronald Crawford said the brewery had the facts wrong. Miller's price structure has been in place since 1993 and the Bartholomew County Beverage continues to sell to retailers outside its territory, Girfford said.

Teleevangelist Jim Bakker returns

FORT MILL, S.C.

Jim Bakker stepped from his shadow of shame to the spotlight of his forgiveness. The ex-godfather of the PTL ministries returned Sunday to the former Heritage USA Christian complex in a transformed image. He is now known as Harrison, a longtime friend and staunch supporter. Harrison's wife, Carol, who had been husband but had ordered Bakker's appearance when they planned for their funerals. Bakker was convicted in 1989 of defrauding thousands of his PTL followers who sent him at least $14 million to fund a "Crisis Prayer House," a Christian Heritage USA for three days and four nights every year for the rest of their lives. He resigned from the PTL in 1987. He was released from prison on Dec. 1 after four months under house arrest. He has been living in Glendale, Calif., with Dohring said the study found that 60.5 percent of those surveyed like to negotiate when they buy a vehicle, while 23.5 percent do not. That is a change from a Dohring's 1993 survey, which showed 52.2 percent liked haggling while 34.4 percent did not.

The national telephone survey by the Dohring Co., a Glendale, Calif., market research firm, found that 45.5 percent of buyers are more interested in haggling for a bargain than they were two years ago, and the trend toward less haggling may have peaked, according to the study released Sunday.

The increase in haggling probably is a sign that dealers are changing their traditional adversarial relationships with buyers and doing a better job of making them happy, said Doug Dohring, chairman of the firm that conducted the survey.

"The pressure from the manufacturers that (dealers) must satisfy customers is actually having an impact on the consumer," he said after releasing the survey at the National Auto Dealers Association convention in Dallas.

**Inside Column**

The lure of smoking

Chances are you have seen me walking down the street, with a cigarette clamped between my lips. This may come as a surprise to you, as I do not smoke. However, I am rather easy to recognize with my large trench coat, old-beaten-up fedora, goatee and cigarette. Yes, you have identified me by the Camel Light hanging from my lips. Smoking almost a pack a day is nothing to me, and I am almost always a square at my mouth, for I am a smoker.

Many non-smokers see a cigarette as a cancerous stick. They see tobacco...
Inner-city kids on visit to ND are urged to learn

By WENDY GRZYWACZ
News Writer

At-risk, inner-city Hispanic students from Chicago were brought to campus last weekend with the hopes of getting them interested in higher education.

The visit was sponsored by Campus Ministry and an advisor to the Hispanic inner-city kids who also attended the visit.

Many of the students "never knew college could be like this," he said. By sharing their back-ground stories, they how they got to Notre Dame, and their collegiate experiences, the Hispanic student speakers helped to provide motivation for the youth, according to Tanya Ojala, a trip coordinator.

"The trip is important because the kids don't get too much encouragement for higher education and it shows them how indispensable it really is," according to Manuel Zarraga, an ND student who also helped to organize the trip.

Since "everybody has their head set on succeeding," the trip made Camille Roque, a high school junior, look forward to attending college.

"I showed it to them in a way that would be true to live a big sister or brother on campus and the unity between Hispanics here," said Maritza Fontanez of her visit.

Playing basketball with other students and talking with his host about the sports and academics were some of fifteen-year-old Ben Diaz's favorite aspects of the trip.

Father Pat Neary of Campus Ministry and Father Jim Hoyd of St. Philomena's, both Notre Dame alumni, helped to bring the students together.

The participants hope to plan similar events with other parishes in the future.

Observer team announced

By LIZ FORAN
Associate News Editor

Sophomore Suzy Fry and junior Beth Regan were appointed to the position of Managing Editor and junior Joseph Riley will serve again as Business Manager, Observer Editor-in-Chief-elect John Lucas announced Sunday.

Fry, a Farley Hall resident, is a Government and International Relations major with a concentration in the Hesburgh Program in Public Policy, and is from San Diego, Calif. Fry has worked at The Observer for the last two years, spending the last year as Viewpoint Editor.

Regan, a Saint Mary's student from Holy Cross Hall, is an English Writing and Political Science double major who halls from Lexington, Ky. Regan has worked at The Observer for three years, most recently serving as Saint Mary's Editor.

"Working with the Observer these past two years has shown me many aspects of the Notre Dame community not otherwise seen.

It is my hope not only to enhance the coverage of these things, but also to provide a stronger editorial voice as well," said Fry.

"I'm excited about the opportunity to work with John Lucas and next year's General Board," Regan said. "Next year should bring changes that will make The Observer a better newspaper."

Fry and Regan will share the position until next fall, when Fry plans to study in London.

The Managing Editor is ultimately responsible for the editorial content and daily production of the newspaper.

Riley, a Dillon Hall resident, is from Erie, Pennsylvania and is a Finance and Computer Applications double major.

"I'm excited to have the opportunity to manage The Observer's finances for a second year," Riley said. "We have a lot of ideas to continue to improve the newspaper."

The business manager oversees the operations board and maintains the financial budget of the newspaper. Regan and Fry will begin in their new position immediately after Spring Break.

Quake shakes Alaska

Associated Press

PALMER, Alaska

A strong earthquake rattled a wide area of south-central Alaska on Sunday. There were no immediate reports of damage or injuries.

The quake had a magnitude of 6.2 and was centered in Cook Inlet about 180 miles southwest of Anchorage, said Wayne Jorgenson of the Tsunami Warning Center in Palmer.

The quake, which struck at 13:14 a.m., was felt over an area that includes Homer, Kenai, Anchorage and Kodiak. Jorgenson said much of the area is sparsely populated.

An earthquake with a magnitude of 6 can cause heavy damage.

Observer • NEWS

Watch for upcoming positions available on The Observer Staff

If you see news happening, call The Observer
631-5323

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hours:</th>
<th>Lunch Special</th>
<th>Thifty Nine-Fifty</th>
<th>Late Night Special</th>
<th>The 14&quot; Large Topping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monday-Sunday 11:00 a.m. - 1:00 a.m.</td>
<td>1-10&quot; Small 2 Topping Pizza with 1 can of Coke</td>
<td>1-16&quot; Extra Large Two Toppings</td>
<td>(5:00 p.m. until closing) 1-14&quot; Large 1 Topping Pizza</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday &amp; Saturday 11:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Add a topping only 95c each. All Toppings Are Not Available on All Sizes.

Add a topping only 95c each. All Toppings Are Not Available on All Sizes.
Adept in her role as a torn in the apartheid establishment’s side, she averaged 200 parlia

continued from page 1

marginal questions — most of them embarrassing to the govern-

ment — per session. In a widely quoted 1968 speech she

addressed her parliamentary colleagues and pointed out that the source of South African violence was in the black com-

munity and not in the racial state. “I say that uprooting

Alfred Knopf.

people at dawn or on a wintry evening in a shanty town, and

bundling women and children into police vans is a violence . . .

The denial of collective bargaining rights and the low

wages that result are a vio-

In addition to her work in

parliament, Suzman became in-

ternationally known as an ad-

vocate for South Africa’s nu-

merous political prisoners. It

was in this capacity that she

first met Nelson Mandela, now

South Africa’s president, in

1967. The two remain close

friends, and he has written a

lowing introduction to her

memoirs, “It’s No Uncertain

Terms,” recently published

by the turnout. “This is much big-

ger, much better than anyone

expected,” said Effier.

Effier said that she hopes this

march will influence University

officials towards a decision to

recognize GLNDSMC.

“We are ever hopeful that the

administration will change its

mind,” she said.

“We’ll keep doing this as long

as it takes,” said Effier. “It’s up
to them.” News of Friday’s

events spawned a small

counter-protest.

Four people stood on the

steps of the Administration

Building in the midst of the

other marchers.

The counter protesters car-

ried signs reading “Love the

sinner, oppose the sin,” and

“God’s Law above man’s plea-

sure.”

No conflict between the two

groups was reported.

A day this tyranny would pass.”

The daughter of Lithuanian

immigrants named Gavrinsky,

Suzman was born Nov. 7, 1917,

in Germiston, a small mining
town near Johannesburg. The

Gavrinsky’s entered the cattle

business and soon became

prosperous.

Helen was educated by

Catholic nuns at Parktown

Convent in Johannesburg and

at the University of Witwa-

tersrand, where he later be-

came a part-time lecturer in

economics and economic his-

tory. In 1927, while studying

at Witwatersrand, she met and

married Dr. Moses Suzman, a

Johannesburg physician. They

have two daughters.

Suzman holds 21 honorary

degrees from colleges and uni-

versities worldwide and re-

ceived the United Nations Hu-

man Rights Award in 1978.

The Notre Dame award was

established in 1992, in celebra-

tion of the University’s Sesqui-

centennial, to honor persons

“within and without the Catholi

ch Church, citizens of every

nation, whose religious faith

has quickened learning, whose

learning has engendered de-

eds, and whose deeds give

witness to God’s kingdom

among us.”

The award has been given

previously to Mother Theresa of

Calcutta; former President

Jimmy Carter and his wife,

Rosalynn, and Jean Vanier,

founder of the international

L’Arche communities for the

mentally handicapped.

Preparing for the future

A Saint Mary’s student assists two area seventh graders on Hypatia Day, a day devoted to encouraging young women to pursue careers in the fields of math and science.
Soldiers chase guerilla leaders in Mexico
Opposition favored to win in election

By ANITA SNOW
Associated Press

NEW ORLEANS
A bitter divorce involving a professional football star, allega tions of assault, the threat of drug trafficking and charges against a third person. And then a bloody multiple murder.

No arrests have been made, and police are being meticulous, partly because of the example of the O.J. Simpson trial.

At the center of the case is Ronnie Thompson, a former New Orleans Saints player now with the Cleveland Browns. The bullet-riddled body of Thompson's ex-wife, Tangie White, 30, was found Jan. 5 in her upscale home. Also killed were her two sons, Andrew White, 30, and the Thompsons' 8-year-old son Devon.

Thompson's lawyers issued a statement Friday saying he "is deeply distraught by any suggestion that he is in any way responsible for these brutal killings."

They said they have telephone records and other evidence that will verify where he was at the time the Thompsons are thought to have happened.

Relatives found the victims in Tangie Thompson's two-story brick home in east New Orleans, a section that grew in recent decades as the upwardly mobile positives. Many in the neighborhood consider the murders to have happened.

They found blood on the back door and the bottom of the car door. Each victim had multiple gunshot wounds, even the little boys. Police won't say how many times they were shot.

The victims were not bound. There was no sign of struggle or forced entry.

By NICOLAS RAMIREZ
Associated Press

GUADALAJARA
While its troops tried to stamp out rebels in the south, Mexico's government faced a peaceful challenge Sunday in the heartland, where an opposition party was favored to win control of a major state and the country's second-largest city.

Jalisco, an industrial and farming state famed as the home of mariachi music, would be the largest state ever won by a Mexican opposition party.

Voters were choosing a governor and mayors of 124 cities, including Guadalajara, as well as a new state congress.

Sunday's vote was seen as a test of President Ernesto Zedillo's pledge of fair elections and of a clear divide between the government and the party that has ruled Mexico for 66 years.

"Nobody will believe in anything the officials say, neither inside nor outside the country" if the election is unfair, said Carlos Castillo Peruaz, president of the conservative National Action Party, or PAN. He threatened civil disobedience if his party loses.

Several polls give Alberto Cardenas of the PAN a lead of 10 to 20 percentage points over Eugenio Ruiz Orozco of the Institutional Revolutionary Party, or PRI. The polls were contending, but the PRI and PAN have dominated the polls.

PAN leaders say victory in Jalisco could help them win all three other gubernatorial elections.

The Zapatistas began fighting on Jan. 1, 1994, demanding rights and services for the region's impoverished Indians. An estimated 2,500 people, including 300 soldiers, have been killed since.

The PRI has been hurt by the sudden devaluation of Mexico's currency in December that stopped the buying power of nearly all Mexicans overnight.

Many in Guadalajara also are angry about a 1992 sewage explosion blamed on the govern ment that killed more than 200 people and about a tide of violent crimes, including the unsolved 1993 murder of the city's Roman Catholic cardinals.

"With the government in crisis, with the people angry, that's a perfect combination for a party that's looking for an opportunity," said Juan Molinar Horcasitas, a political analyst from the College of Mexico in Mexico City.

A few scattered violations of election law were reported. The most serious case reported by the Mexican government was the theft of ballots from a polling place in rural Ixtlahuacan de los Membrillos south of Guadalajara Sunday morning.

The election took place three days after the troupe rty held by Indian rebels in southern Mexico, turning it into a non-violent police action "to restore the state of law."

The Zapatistas began fighting on Jan. 1, 1994, demanding rights and services for the region's impoverished Indians.

The Zapatistas 200 people, including three suspected rebel leaders. The International Red Cross announced during the weekend that it was withdrawing from

Sophomores
Freshmen
Maximizing Academic Performance in Undergraduate Study
(A Workshop using the insights of sports psychology)

This is a brief workshop designed to provide undergraduate students in any discipline with techniques often used in sports psychology to help you achieve your best academic performance.

It will focus on techniques for:

• improving your academic productivity
• dealing with anxiety contagion from other students during high-stress times (e.g. midterms, finals)
• handling performance anxiety in writing papers, making presentations, and taking exams
• improving your ability to pace yourself in your academic studies
• dealing with academic setbacks
• getting effective rest and avoiding academic burnout
• focusing your energy more quickly

Presented by:
Dominic O. Vachon Ph.D.
Staff Psychologist, University Counseling Center

Wednesday, February 15, 1995
12:15 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.
(Bring your lunch)
Lafortune Student Center
Notre Dame Room, 2nd Floor
Sponsored by the University counseling center
Terrorist's extradition focus of religious group

By KATHY GANNON
Associated Press

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan

Madonna and Michael Jackson are terrorists just as much as people who set off bombs, said Pak­istan's foreign minister, and should be brought to justice, away from their religion, ethics and morality," he said.

Pak­istan's top officials are Attorney General Janet Reno and Deputy Jamie Gorelick.

They are raising the voices of thousands of Muslims and leading them to destruction, away from their religion, ethics and morality," he said.

They are not just those who set off bombs; they are also those who hurt others feel­ings," he said.

The 370,000-lawyer ABA is led by women. Roberta Cooper Ramo, an attorney in Albuquerque, N.M., became the ABA's first woman pres­ident in August and Tallahassee, Fla., lawyer Martha Barnett now chairs its policy-making House of Delegates.

Women lawyers comprise 25 percent of the profession, and the proportion of female stu­dents at the nation's law schools is approaching 50 per­cent.

"There certainly is a glass ceiling in place," said Schock, head of the creative writing school, law firms and the stratification in '88 persists in '95. Only 7 percent have been promoted to law firm partner­ships.

Statistics, she said, don't support the often-sounded theories that the past few years have place­d women lawyers results from their relative youth and their desire to work part-time.

The same is true in Colorado, Poole said. "The stratification found in '88 persists today," she said.

"Success is not reflected in the numbers yet," said Dawn Schock, a Long Beach, Calif., lawyer.

And Denver lawyer Diane Poole agreed. "There's been limited progress beyond the entry level." It's been seven years since the American Bar Association's Commission on Women in the Profession won a commitment from the nation's largest group of lawyers to the "full integra­tion and equal participation of women in the legal profes­sion."

That pledge came after the commission reported that gen­der bias had infected law schools, law firms and the courts.

You could take the 1988 re­port, change the statistics and no one would notice it was an

Women attorneys say discrimination prevails

By RICHARD CARELLI
Associated Press

MIAMI

From every part of the coun­try, women attorneys offered the same bleak assessment: Law remains a male-dominat­ed profession where discrimination and harassment trip women attorneys hoping to reach the top.

"I don't believe we've come very far," said Tola Kavadias, a lawyer from Crown Point, Ind. "Progress has been insignificant and inconsequen­tial.

Miami lawyer Gillian Free­man testified about the "alarming amount of sexual harassment" that pervades the Florida Bar.

"Success isn't reflected in the numbers yet," said Dawn Schock, a Long Beach, Calif., lawyer.

New book describes poets' love

By RICHARD LORANT
Associated Press

BOSTON

He was a budding poet when he first wrote to her in 1845. But the verse had made her fa­mous, but it couldn't free her from the pain that confined her to a darkened room in London.

Their secret courtship, nur­tured by hundreds of letters, is the stuff of legend. "How do I love thee? Let me count the ways," she wrote in "Sonnets from the Portuguese," a vol­ume about their growing love.

Now a biography published just before Valentine's Day takes a fresh look at the love and marriage of Victorian poets Elizabeth Barrett and Robert Browning.

And it offers a new theory that Barrett's father prohibited his children from marrying be­cause they were descended, in part, from black slaves.

Barrett and Browning's def­ance of the marriage ban — her choice of love over death, as the author puts it — is what made their romance so com­pelling.

The 382-page book, "Dared and Done: The Marriage of Elizabeth Barrett and Robert Browning," (Alfred A. Knopf, $30), was published Tuesday. It was written by Julia Markus, head of the creative writing program at Hofstra University in Hempstead, N.Y.

It begins the same way as the couple's courtship.

Celebrate a friend's birthday with a special Observer Ad

ATTENTION GRADUATE STUDENTS

The current Graduate Student Union President and Vice President will be holding an informational session on Monday, February 13 from 8 to 9:30 p.m. in the Foster Room in LaFortune. Topics of discussion include: budget requirements, work load and other requirements of the office holders.

The Graduate Student Union is searching for interested candidates to run for the 1995-96 President and Vice-President positions.

Successful candidates will possess:

* Excellent communication skills
* Ability to work independently or as a member of a team.
* A desire to protect and improve the quality of graduate student life, in all its complexity
* A commitment to the democratic process, upon which the GSU is established

Previous officers have been compensated with a stipend of $1,500 per year, upon the successful completion of their terms.

For more information, please contact the GSU office at 631-6963 or e-mail Nore.Deane.GSU1@nd.edu

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Feb. 13 ... Information Session - 8 to 9:30 p.m. (Foster Room in LaFortune)

Feb 22 ... Submission deadline for candidates

March 6 ... Pre-election - 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. (GSU Office, 219 LaFortune)

March 7 ... Pre-election - 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. (GSU Office, 219 LaFortune)

March 7 ... Debate - 8 to 9:30 p.m. (Foster Room in LaFortune)

March 8 ... General Election - 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

-Hesburgh Library Concourse/Arts & Letters
-Nieuwland Science 1st floor lobby/Science
-Cushing Hall/Engineering

Please note that the site of the Debate has been changed from the ND Room to the Foster Room. Also, the Pre-election allows all graduate students who can not make the General Election day to vote. On the General Election Day you must go to the site which includes your department.

Monday, February 13, 1995

The Observer • NEWS
Leftists disrupt service in Germany

By TERRENCE PETTY
Associated Press

DRESDEN, Germany
Ten young leftists disrupted a Sunday prayer service marking the 50th anniversary of Dresden’s destruction by British and U.S. bombers, rushing the altar and shouting “Germans were the criminals, not the victims.”

Chancellor Helmut Kohl and other dignitaries seated in the cathedral watched in disbelief as the protesters tried to unfurl a banner and tossed leaflets denouncing the Dresden firebombing insults Jews murdered at Auschwitz.

Associated Press
Sunday saying that commemorating the cathedral watched in disbelief as the protesters tried to unfurl a banner and tossed leaflets denouncing the Dresden firebombing insults Jews murdered at Auschwitz.

Another hollered, “Go to Russia where you belong!” The woman yelled for police as someone grabbed her poster and threw it to the ground.

Dresden was leveled by two formations of British Lancasters during the night of Feb. 13 and by American B-17 bombers in a Feb. 14 daylight raid. The attack has been likened to Hiroshima because of the carnage and civilian casualties.

The British raids unleashed a firestorm that swallowed most of Dresden’s famed architectural splendors, including the 18th-century Church Of Our Lady, the 16th-century Dresden Palace and the Semper Opera. Bodies charred beyond recognition lay in city streets and floated in fountains, where people had sought vainly to escape the flames.

More corpses dangling from bombing.

The world has argued for five decades whether it was immoral to firebomb Dresden, a city that had little military significance.

Many Germans see the firebombing as a war crime perpetuated by Sir Arthur Harris, wartime head of Britain’s Bomber Command. The United States is usually spared criticism because the B-17s caused far less damage.

Many Britons defend Harris and counter that Hitler’s Luftwaffe laid waste to Coventry and numerous other British cities.

Sunday’s prayer service was an attempt to heal 50-year-old wounds. It was conducted jointly by Dresden Roman Catholic Bishop Joachim Reinhart, Bishop Simon Harrington-Ward of Coventry and Bishop Simon von Tichvin of St. Petersburg, Russia.

At the front of the altar, youths stood with wooden crosses bearing the names of civilians killed a half century ago — and too little to people dying in Chechnya today.

Unlike the leftists who caused the stir inside the cathedral, these were mainly middle-aged Catholics quietly carrying images of British Lancasters and counter that Hitler’s Luftwaffe laid waste to Coventry and numerous other British cities.

Outside the cathedral, a group of Catholics protested that too much attention was being paid to German civilians killed a half century ago — and too little to people dying in Chechnya today.

The idea of attempting to change the Islamic system of government in Iran is unrealistic, the speaker of Iran’s parliament, Ali Akbar Nasir-Nouri, was quoted by the official Islamic Republic News Agency as saying.

Mahmoud Mohammadi, spokesman for Iran’s foreign ministry, said Gingrich’s remarks betrayed a “lack of mental equilibrium.” according to the news agency, monitored in Cyprus.

Gingrich said last week that the United States should ultimately aim to replace the Islamic fundamentalist regime in Tehran to combat the Islamic extremism spreading through the Muslim world and threatening the West.

The United States lists Iran as a rogue state that sponsors terrorism and is striving, with limited success, to isolate it economically to curb a major missile program under way. Iranian officials said several million people shouting “Death to America” marched through the streets of Tehran on Saturday to celebrate the 16th anniversary of the founding of the Islamic republic after the overthrow of the U.S.-backed dictator, Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi.

Leftists disrupt service in Germany

By TERRENCE PETTY
Associated Press

DRESDEN, Germany
Ten young leftists disrupted a Sunday prayer service marking the 50th anniversary of Dresden’s destruction by British and U.S. bombers, rushing the altar and shouting “Germans were the criminals, not the victims.”

Chancellor Helmut Kohl and other dignitaries seated in the cathedral watched in disbelief as the protesters tried to unfurl a banner and tossed leaflets denouncing the Dresden firebombing insults Jews murdered at Auschwitz.

Another hollered, “Go to Russia where you belong!” The woman yelled for police as someone grabbed her poster and threw it to the ground.
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By KATHY HAUSMANN

Wheaton College is beginning a new program that will require all students to reflect, in writing, upon at least one out-of-class learning experience. The Wheaton "Work and Learning" program, which was approved by the Wheaton faculty, all graduates will be required to participate in a significant extracurricular learning experience during the summer, an internship, a volunteer position, or a unique extracurricular experience. The program requires that students make a connection between the course material and their personal and professional experiences. The program is designed to enhance students' understanding of the world around them and to enable them to develop critical thinking and problem-solving skills.

The new graduation requirement will be coordinated by the Wheaton College Division of Education and will be administered by the Wheaton College Center for Work and Learning. The program will be implemented in the fall of 1995.

By KATHY HAUSMANN

Wheaton College's unique graduation requirement

Hearing dog aids students at Appalachian State

By MARCY DINUS

At Appalachian State University, senior Jason Graves is not sure of how he would be able to perform many of his daily activities, much less continue with his education. Jason was stricken with sudden total hearing loss in spring 1993. Yet, instead of being discouraged, Jason approached Professor Beamer, a specially-trained hearing dog handler. The dog, Beaner, was able to resume his daily life as well as continue with his music composition. Beaner is a small dog that was rescued just minutes before being put to sleep in a pound. Beaner was trained for three percent of the faculty.

"Women here were excited when we hit the teens; now we're hitting the twenties," said Christina Maslach, faculty advisor to the writing and rhetoric seminar and a professor of social psychology. "One-third of the percent of minority faculty has also grown in the past four years, from 11.8 percent of the total faculty in 1990 to 14.4 percent in 1994. Most of those gains occurred among minority women professors.

"We have a window of opportunity here to make a difference, and the required reflective essay script will help them do that," said Wheaton President Dale Marshall.

"Liberal arts at Wheaton is about developing the critical thinking and life-long learning skills that help people live full lives in a world of rapid changes and make a positive impact on society."

The combined processes of goal-setting, participating in a performance evaluation, and composing a reflective essay about what that was learned, down, and the kind of trend you what happened. The writing process encourages students to apply the critical thinking and evaluation skills developed through academic scholarship to "real-life" situations and reinforces the need for such skills outside of academia, he said.

The new graduation requirement will be coordinated by the college's Filene Center for Work and Learning, being that the facility is uniquely suited to fit the college's new learning environment. The Center has employed its work and reflection model in helping more than half Wheaton's students make the connection between their classroom, volunteer service and part-time jobs.

From her experiences, Miller has written a new handbook in conjunction with Herpel for practicing teachers in special education at WSU, who are in the classroom as part of their preparation to teach. This handbook is expected to be received in women's dormitories in the fall. For the first time, this new handbook will be distributed to women's dormitories.

"This change has enhanced the educational experience of all kids at Sunnyside (Elementary School) and the future teachers at WSU," said Darry Miller, an assistant professor of special education in the College of Education.

"It's not so we've finally achieved the goal as to say we've finished the process and can go back to some other business. Work still needs to be done," she said.

By KATHY HAUSMANN

Wheaton Institute: unique graduation requirement
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The number of women faculty members at UC Berkeley works to achieve faculty gender balance

WSU trades teachers with local schools

By KATHLEEN BRANNOCK

In compliance with a new Washington state mandate that all public universities, colleges and school districts hire teachers with at least one year of experience, and a volunteer position, or a unique extracurricular experience.

"I absolutely love it," Miller stated. "It's not just for my students, for the children. With the contact that those kids inspire me. I always enjoy meeting the latest teaching ideas—anecdotes, examples, questions—any WSU class. That's how this partner- ship flows over to enrich my own experience.

"It's not so we've finally achieved the goal as to say we've finished the process and can go back to some other business. Work still needs to be done," she said.
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WDINTER OF MY DISCONTENT

ND politics mean fraudulent campaign promises.

Well another student government election has come and gone and soon we'll all be feeling the effects and ramifications of our collective decisions of this past week.

Watching the beloved student democracy in action always renews my faith not only in the underlying principles on which our society is based but also in humanity itself.

Yeah, right.

Chris Kratovil

Having just endured my second Notre Dame student body presidency election campaign I am forced to ask myself the question "Is there a more frivolous and superfluous process known to man?" Granted almost all democratic election systems are a far cry from the degree of artificial and overworked ambition in them, but ND politics seem to take these inherent flaws to a new extreme.

Perhaps the most striking feature of our student government elections is the incompatibility of the rhetoric bandied about by the candidates with the reality of the job they are seeking. If one were to take the collective promises offered by the candidates at face value you would conclude that the job of student body president is among the most pivotal and potent positions available anywhere. According to the pre-election propaganda it would seem that duties and powers that are in fact divided amongst Student Affairs, the Board of Trustees, the Student Union Board, private corporations and a litany of other university bureaucratic departments somehow fall under the authority of student government.

In the week before the ballots are cast student government is purport to be an instrument of liberating us from our final exams, cutting deals with the FCC over assigned broadcast frequencies, setting aside Lockstock III at Steno, of course, of the Grateful Dead housing zone/security perimeter and quite possibly sending the Student Senate to the punch and landing the first human beings on Mars (OK...I don't think anybody actually promised that last one but it was probably implied at some point).

There is now a well defined trend—no nascent tradition—of making borderline absurdist promises during the course of his/her presidential campaign which leads me to believe that one of two things—neither of them desirable—is going on within the minds of our candidates.

The first possibility is that they are so under-informed and naive as to the actual nature of the office they are pursuing that they themselves believe that their hyperactive rhetoric can be translated into reality (e.g. as seems to have been the case with the sincere but in retrospect utterly silly promise of last year's winners, to bring the Dead to our campus).

The other even less appealing possibility is that the office seekers are so possessed of ambition that they are willing to, like professional politicians so often do, simply tell people what they want to hear in the pursuit of garnering votes and padding their resumes for law school.

Hence, we are offered an appealing choice between naïveté and outright fraud—the only applicable word for the act of promising something you know you can not deliver.

prime responsibility is to improve individual social lives and entertain people. This is pure foolishness since "fun" is both a highly relative and intensely individualistic matter which no amount of student government effort and financial expenditure can insure.

In the future I would rather have those seeking elected office formulate their campaign options. This is pure foolishness since "fun" is both a highly relative and intensely individualistic matter which no amount of student government effort and financial expenditure can insure.
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Dear Editor:

Absolutely 50 gay and lesbian ND and SMC alumni celebrated the first Winter Party on Jan. 29th, hosted by the Catholic Alumni of the Gay and Lesbian Alumni/ae of Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s College.

Attending this event we learned of the university’s action to bar the gay student group from meeting in the counseling center. When the Associated Press front page headlined the same, many of us read this news in the Chicago Tribune, Boston Globe, and Philadelphia Inquirer.

We cannot believe that university officials did not know about the gay student group’s meeting on campus for years. More importantly, what is wrong about GLSND is not about gay and lesbian students needing the freedom to be visible. We are sad that our alma mater plays hardball politics against her gay sons and daughters.

For the record, we are outraged that the Director of Public Relations and Information used contemptible language and the administration’s recent action may explain why our alma mater ranks among the worst major colleges in the country for its treatment of gay students, according to the Princeton Review. This reputation is disgraceful.

Keep in mind, however, that the gay and lesbian students are no longer alone in the struggle. University and college officials dare not consider her gay and lesbian students to be a four-year problem. We and other ND alumni/ae are now organized.

As Tolstoy wrote in ‘How Much Land Does a Man Need?’ there are simply two things about what they think is best for the human individual.

As a Catholic body, both as students and faculty, we should know that human dignity is a sacred gift from above and, in particular, through the Bible.”

HUMAN DIGNITY IS FIRMLY ESTABLISHED ONLY THROUGH FAITH IN CHRIST. AS A CATHOLIC, I FIND THE FAITH IN CHRIST IN THE CHURCH. THAT IS ONE OF THE REASONS I CHOSE THE FUTURE. OUR LADY OF THE LAKE; IT CERTAINLY WAS NOT TO SEE A CATHOLIC INSTITUTION SUBVERTED ON THE BASIS OF A SEXUAL PREJUDICE ISSUE.

The Catholic Church centers in part upon the Holy Spirit residing within her, and the Divine Right of Christ which it gives Her to in human and religious missions. Therefore, we should know that human dignity is found through Faith, and in particular, through the Bible. Granted, this may be “outmoded religious thinking,” but what do we have without religion?

As Tolstoy wrote in ‘How Much Land Does a Man Need?’ there are simply two things about what they think is best for the human individual. We cannot believe that university officials did not know about the gay student group’s meeting on campus for years. More importantly, what is wrong about GLSND is not about gay and lesbian students needing the freedom to be visible. We are sad that our alma mater plays hardball politics against her gay sons and daughters.

For the record, we are outraged that the Director of Public Relations and Information used contemptible language and the administration’s recent action may explain why our alma mater ranks among the worst major colleges in the country for its treatment of gay students, according to the Princeton Review. This reputation is disgraceful.

Keep in mind, however, that the gay and lesbian students are no longer alone in the struggle. University and college officials dare not consider her gay and lesbian students to be a four-year problem. We and other ND alumni/ae are now organized.

As Tolstoy wrote in ‘How Much Land Does a Man Need?’ there are simply two things about what they think is best for the human individual. "A single participant thus far in the debate has denied, nor do they deny, the basic dignity of any human being. I believe that both sides of this issue have had good arguments, and our job is to decide a direction for the future of our country.”

Is “the most basic dignity of all humans” the ability to consummate a relationship with whom they so desire, as the letter to the editor suggested?

"Is “the most basic dignity of all humans” the ability to consummate a relationship with whom they so desire, as the letter to the editor suggested?

"Is “the most basic dignity of all humans” the ability to consummate a relationship with whom they so desire, as the letter to the editor suggested?"
Happiness found in virtue

Dear Editor,

Lilies that fester smell far worse than weeds.

Dear Reader,

Last week The Observer published an article that presented an argument for pursuing the happiness of the group over the happiness of the individual. The authors, Sarafa and Shacochis, write that "I should like to elbow aside the establishment and place in the forefront that we are creatures, not only physically, but also mentally, spiritually, you know, the whole nine yards."

You might be wondering, as I was, why the group is given up for being its own reward.

That line reminded me of a recent Calvin and Hobbes comic. In the cartoon, Hobbes asks Calvin if he has made any progress in understanding virtue. Calvin says, "no says, and explaining to improve oneself, one's own virtue is what is good." That implies certain valuations of life and death. Every system of belief is equal and valid and we must respect the diversity of humanity. Virtue isn't better than virtue; it's better to be the virtue one is.

To which Hobbes replies, "I don't know if I can tolerate that such moral truths are constructed by a few people." But noted, "the self-awareness of this I am very happy.

Mr. Sarafa has constructed a philosophical framework that at first appears serious and disarming. But it bears a serious point. The philosophy he endorses offers hope, but only happiness for those four short years of its college lessons.

One joke submission; a group on the state constitution. Its desire is to foster reproductive ideas and activity. If not to do this, then why bother with the formation of the group and the unity of its members? I am the President of GLND/SMC as a "cruel and ancient prejudice."

Beyond what the Church has to say about homosexuals, or even the Bible for that matter, Du Lac explicitly addresses the cultivation of sexual activity as contrary to the University of Notre Dame's moral and ethical mission. This isn't just applicable to homosexuals, but to all sexual activity.

So if the University does not allow for official groups to foster and nourish sexual practices that are out of wedlock (whatever orientation) and that activity that promotes the culture of the University, and GLND/SMC promotes this type of behavior and activity, how could the university be justified in officially recognizing GLND/SMC as a legitimate campus organization? If you disagree with Du Lac, find a public school.

When we look at how we would follow the codes and rules set forth by the academic, social, and moral misadventures that we would have, we would treat with "human decency," as all should. It is lustful and utterly offensive — however, to accept this university of "homogeneity."

But let's take that Notre Dame was made allowing GLND/SMC to hold meetings at all.

JAY TOWN
President
College Republicans

Compassion marks the real silent majority

Brian Berry's letter in the February 10th Observer was self announced as a statement of "preference" to the GLND/SMC issue. In addition, the author clearly demonstrated the influence of the "preference," the "Word of God." For various reasons, I believe the author represents nothing.

Any follower of politics, and especially of the "preference," will see that in 1992 Oregon was the epicenter of one of the hottest gay rights battles of the decade. Ballot Measure Nine, proposed by the Oregon Citizen's Alliance or (O.C.A.) would have put a new amendment on the state constitution. This amendment would permanently legalize discrimination of homosexuals in state employment, forbid state spending to promote equality (i.e. inform citizens of A.I.D.S. prevention) and officially declare homosexuality to be an "abnormality." The elections information packet offered from the O.C.A. would offer an opinion on the ballot measures. The section for supporters of measure 9 included one joke submission. A woman in a gay rights support group would offer an opinion on the ballot. The joke included a Muslim woman in hijab, "I think this is a serious problem. Do we have a whole new set of rules for Catholic students then?"

The elections information packet offered from the O.C.A. would offer an opinion on the ballot measures. The section for supporters of measure 9 included one joke submission. A woman in a gay rights support group would offer an opinion on the ballot. The joke included a Muslim woman in hijab, "I think this is a serious problem. Do we have a whole new set of rules for Catholic students then?"

When we came to Notre Dame, we said we would follow the rules. Now, all of us but the DRD would be subject to permanent dismissal. This is the ideal that Catholics promote. To take that Notre Dame made was allowing GLND/SMC to hold meetings at all.

GEORGE SPAETH
Law student

Time to follow the rules, or 'find a public school'

Dear Editor,

In recent weeks, the gay community at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's has been told that they can no longer hold meetings in the university's classrooms. It is my contention that, in accordance with Notre Dame policy, the gay community, under the leadership of the Gay Rights Committee, has, in fact, received a license that allows them to hold meetings in the university's classrooms. Having, therefore, acted properly and in high regard to the values and goals of this university up until Patty O'Hara's decision to "recognize" GLND/SMC as a "cruel and ancient prejudice."

GLND/SMC is a group that is based directly on sexual orientation. One of the group's purposes is to foster homosexuality, and activity. If not to do this, then why bother with the formation of the group and the unity of its members? I am the President of GLND/SMC as a "cruel and ancient prejudice."

Beyond what the Church has to say about homosexuals, or even the Bible for that matter, Du Lac explicitly addresses the cultivation of sexual activity as contrary to the University of Notre Dame's moral and ethical mission. This isn't just applicable to homosexuals, but to all sexual activity.

So if the University does not allow for official groups to foster and nourish sexual practices that are out of wedlock (whatever orientation) and that activity that promotes the culture of the University, and GLND/SMC promotes this type of behavior and activity, how could the university be justified in officially recognizing GLND/SMC as a legitimate campus organization? If you disagree with Du Lac, find a public school.

When we look at how we would follow the codes and rules set forth by the academic, social, and moral misadventures that we would have, we would treat with "human decency," as all should. It is lustful and utterly offensive — however, to accept this university of "homogeneity." But let's take that Notre Dame was made allowing GLND/SMC to hold meetings at all.

JAY TOWN
President
College Republicans

GREG VAN GRUSVEN
Fondly
Sonal Hall
The Quick and the Dead: Breaking the gender barrier

By HEATHER GORMAN

"The best advice I could give a twenty year old is study. Read. Live more than your own, then make your own." California Cooper has definitely lived by her advice, as well as in her daily life. Among her most prominent works are her literary works. They are a culmination of her experiences and second-hand observations. One must delve into the person of J. California Cooper in order to understand her depth and charisma.

California Cooper carries the innocence of the dolls into her life as well as into her stories. She leads a simple life in a green house in eastern Texas. She says, "I know God loves the color green for it is the color of the world. She does acknowledge the fact that the devil is the busiest thing I know." She sees the devils work in her characters as well as in her daily life. The potency of evil stings worse than the pain of that all around us with words or foul deeds because they are our brethrens on God's earth.

Although California Cooper maintains a spirit of hope and enchantment with life, she does acknowledge the fact that "the devil is the busiest thing I know." She sees the devils work in her characters as well as in her daily life. The potency of evil stings worse than the pain of that all around us with words or foul deeds because they are our brethrens on God's earth.

As Ellen (Sharon Stone) delivers an unexpectedly solid performance as Ellen. Leonardo DiCaprio as Kid. Kevin Costner as Caleb Cantrell, and Gene Hackman as herold also provide concrete acting which helps solidify the plot. The characters of the film are extremely amusing, from the seemingly invisible Spot­ tted Horse, whose body is rid­ ded with countless bullet holes, to Ace Hanlon, the petty gun­ slinger who has mastered hyper­bole instead of his firearm. The overabundance of good characters is like the Fat Man's belly after a belt-busting meal, or as such a good acting, a solid plot, and excellent action sequences are hard to turn down, and "The Quick and the Dead" has all of these ready to order. The only lapse in the film comes at the end when the plot divies into senseless, Rambo­esque nonsense. As the town explodes and Ellen sanctions her way towards the befuddled Herold, I sensed the cornball atmosphere that stake up the end­ ings of so many decent action movies. Raimi abandoned the settings which made the rest of the film so striking. He was unable to manage to redeem himself somewhat by filling the cliched ending with beautifully chore­ographed gunfighting, taking back to his earlier work with the "Evil Dead" trilogy. Excepting this disappointing conclusion, "The Quick and the Dead" is a worthy original film which makes the familiar unfamiliar and inspires me to strut around like Sharon Stone.

Scott Bazik and John Zacc are Fat Man and Daddy. Their movie reviews appear every Monday in The Observer.

J. California Cooper's spirit found in her simplicity

By HEATHER GORMAN

The truest thing is why I enjoyed the maj­ ority of the western. This essential truth is why I enjoyed the the idea the only real female shootist I prejudice shouldn't be attributed. Courses was Annie Oakley. She wasn't nearly as attractive as usual a hint of her other ludicrous theatrical into the person of J. California Cooper's life in a greenhouse in eastern Texas. She is most often spoken of as Ellen. California Cooper always delves into the situations of her characters, she feels empathy for their plights. Her characters most often speak in metaphors which she has become so enchanted. As the town explodes and Ellen sanctions her...
Mark Leyner: A postmodern Wunderkind speaks

By JOSH OSERSKY
Staff Writer

"father is strapped to a gurney, he's about to be executed by lethal injection, when he's stricken. At this point, starts Mark Leyner's latest novel-in-progress, read to a capacity audience at the University of Texas Auditorium on a freezing Saturday night. The, postmodern Wunderkind whose tales of illegal growth hormones, stolen subways, and deboned prime contempt for the两周ends that were endless. I give you get through William Burroughs' through Jimmy Page, because that was always in my head. I was interested that Jimmy Pageived in Alkali's restaurant in England. I don't know that that happens to me, but I do. If Al, some of the novel's members of Guns N' Roses would read a Matthew Arnold poem or something.

You were talking about watching Willie Wonka with your daughter. Do you think you'll ever end up working any of that stuff into a book? Something with the Oompa-Loompa maybe?

My daughter calls that movie "Oompa Loompa." She doesn't call it Willie Wonka. That was then, and this is now. I stay on the thing. She says, I want to watch the thing. It's not of like Pret a Porter. And "Ready to Wear" to yourself.

My copy of the video says Oompa Loompa and then "Willie Wonka" below. Some day I want to do something for children. Right now I have a movie project, that's an adult movie project that could easily be a children's movie project...

An adult movie project? Like, an adult movie?

Not an adult movie, like, you're thinking. With Vanessa Del Rio.

I think they'd know the kids up stuff. I think kids would love the image of a woman getting her hair done, with the hair growing directly out of her brain, and she looks like a hard boiled egg. But I don't think they would think it was a bit too grotesque for their kids.

How much has your work been influenced by television?

Yeah, I don't think there's much that's really good on TV. I don't think it's influenced my love of language or the way I write. It's influenced the form of my work, by which I mean... TV is very hyperkinetic, with a lot of information packed in. I think specifically of... the form of commercials. I think that growing up with that has had an effect on all of us, on the way we process information, and the way we look at art. It's very difficult for people who have grown up with that to read 18th and 19th century literature, for instance. It seems so slow and tedious sometimes. I wonder if such a great talent as Audrey Hepburn had to... describe a ban-ister for five pages? All of us who have grown up since the late fifties have this attention span problem because of this electronic environment we have grown up in. When I first start reading, I used to read Conrad... it would be wonderful to try to read a book, like do you think readers couldn't skip anything? Here I'm not suggesting so frequently that readers couldn't skip ahead... to see what happens? And that's happening is... very constant. You should be able to open any book and find something enjoyable.

Josh Ozersky also writes a regular column for Viewpoint every Thursday.

"People think I'm a drug-dazed, cyberpunk version of Hunter Thompson."

It came as something of a surprise to discover that Martha Stewart's August 3 birthday/housewarming party in East Hampton was merely a pretense to meet—me, and me, but to gather material for her advertising profile entitled "Totally Brilliant...Totally Buff" which appeared in the September issue of Conde Nast Traveler, and from which the foregoing is excerpted. After all, I'm a ruthless, corrupt, self-indulgent hypocrite; an opportunist, compulsive womanizer, liar, bully and amphibian addict. I approach a helpless, effete antelope who's lying in the grass stupidly licking the gelatin that oozes from her hooves. Yet sometimes fiction is such doctrine to my preoccupations that it sickens me, and I feel like abandoning it to the hypno- and focusing my creative powers exclusively on poetry.

Both excerpts taken from "Et Tu, Babe," by Harmony Books.
Wendy E. Lane  
Associated Press

PHOENIX

The outcome was decided and the crowd was bored.

Then the NBA's two best centers decided to step out of character, helping to save an otherwise uninspiring All-Star Game.

Before the West completed its 199-177 triumph over the East on Sunday, things got downright silly. Like Shaquille O'Neal trying to spin a 3-point shot through the crowd. Or Monty Williams, the Golden Bears' Sunday leader in the last 16 days, and tied the game twice. The Bears, dominated by freshmen and sophomores, boosted their Pac-10 road record to 4-2. But they've lost three straight conference games. Randy Duck led California with 14 points, including three 3-pointers and three free-throw foul three-ouls.

Tremaine Fowlkes scored 13 points and joined O'Neal at the line for the Bears, who knocked off Arizona at home for the second straight season. Arizona has only four of its first 16 shots in the second half, and trailed 55-38 with 15:15 left before going on its run.

The Bears, dominated by freshmen and sophomores, boosted their Pac-10 road record to 4-2. But they've lost three straight conference games. Randy Duck led California with 14 points, including three 3-pointers and three free-throw foul three-ouls.

The outcome was decided and the crowd was bored.

Then the NBA's two best centers decided to step out of character, helping to save an otherwise uninspiring All-Star Game.

Before the West completed its 199-177 triumph over the East on Sunday, things got downright silly. Like Shaquille O'Neal trying to spin a 3-point shot through the crowd. Or Monty Williams, the Golden Bears' Sunday leader in the last 16 days, and tied the game twice. The Bears, dominated by freshmen and sophomores, boosted their Pac-10 road record to 4-2. But they've lost three straight conference games. Randy Duck led California with 14 points, including three 3-pointers and three free-throw foul three-ouls.

Tremaine Fowlkes scored 13 points and joined O'Neal at the line for the Bears, who knocked off Arizona at home for the second straight season. Arizona has only four of its first 16 shots in the second half, and trailed 55-38 with 15:15 left before going on its run.

The Bears, dominated by freshmen and sophomores, boosted their Pac-10 road record to 4-2. But they've lost three straight conference games. Randy Duck led California with 14 points, including three 3-pointers and three free-throw foul three-ouls.
Huskies upward bound

By JIM O'CONNELL

Connecticut is in its second year on top of the Big East. With Sunday’s 77-70 victory over No. 10 Syracuse, the third-ranked Huskies have set themselves up for a chance at being No. 1 in the country and part of college basketball history.

The Huskies (19-1, 12-0) extended their own conference record with 17 consecutive regular-season victories and will find out Monday if their eighth straight league road win will be enough to get them to No. 1, following losses the past two games by top-ranked North Carolina and No. 2 Kansas.

If Connecticut, which has never been ranked No. 1, does move to the top of the rankings Monday, it would be the first time teams from the same school have occupied the No. 1 spot in both polls. The Connecticut women’s team (21-0) has been No. 1 since beating Tennessee in mid-January.

“It feels good,” guard Kevin Ollie said of the possible leap to the top of the poll, “but I’m glad we’re No. 1 in the Big East. That is the thing we have to take care of first.”

Connecticut won the league last season with a 16-2 record and its only loss this season was an 85-79 thrashing by Kansas in Kansas City, Mo.

“We lost the Kansas game but got more focused,” said Ray Allen, who led the Huskies with 18 points Sunday and was a big part of the effort to stop Syracuse’s Lawrence Moten. “Once we got here we knew what we had to do be No. 1. This is a real tough place to play. When you play here and come out with a victory it solidifies our spot on top.”

The victory gave the Huskies a two-game lead over Syracuse (17-4, 10-2), which it beat 86-75 earlier in the season.

Syracuse’s Lawrence Moten was able to muster 17 points, going 7 of 17 from the field, as the Orangemen were shut down by a tough Connecticut team.

With 29 seconds left to give Connecticut a 75-68 lead, one corner of the crowd of 31,211 at the Carrier Dome began shouting “We’re No. 1.”

Connecticut coach Jim Calhoun, who said the No. 1 ranking didn’t matter to him, removed his starters with 2:92 seconds left and hugged Marshall as the senior left the floor. When the game ended, Marshall stood alone at midcourt with one finger raised high above his head.

Falcons fight off Bobcats in MAC match-up

BOWLING GREEN

Shane Kline and Ruminski scored 22 points and had 10 rebounds to lead Bowling Green to a 79-68 victory over Ohio University in the Mid-American Conference.

The Falcons (14-6 overall, 6-4 MAC) shut down Gary Trent in the second half, when he scored only four of his 19 points. He also had 14 rebounds.

With Trent double-teamed, Ohio U. was forced to shoot from the perimeter, where the Falcons hit just 7-of-30 3-point attempts.

Dayon Ninkovich gave the Falcons the lead for good when he scored on a layup with two seconds left in the first half to put Bowling Green ahead 38-37.

With Trent, who scored 10 of the Bobcats’ final 12 points, out of the break, Ohio U. (17-7, 8-4) got within three with 2:02 left on a Jason Terry jumper that ended a 12-5 Bobcat run. Terry and Jim Peterson each scored five in the second half.

Terry scored 17 for the Bobcats, Peterson 14 and Curtis Simmons had 10.

Bowling Green had 18 fewer shots from the field, but hit 28-of-58 from the field for 48 percent to the Bobcats’ 29-of-70 for 41 percent. The Falcons also outscored Ohio U. 18-3 at the free-throw line.

If you see sports happening, call The Obsever. 631-4543
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24.95 Dozen

Delivered

Special Price limited to pre-order

Valentine Flower Arrangements starting at $15

MATERNOWSKI'S

272-0970 MVS
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A REFLECTION from
Center for Social Concerns

Part of our shared mission at the University of Notre Dame is "to create a sense of human solidarity and concern for the common good that will bear fruit as learning becomes service to justice." As we face the pain and anger that have again surfaced around the issue of homosexuality, it is this mission which can help frame our individual and collective responses.

Out of that concern, we encourage an honest, thoughtful, caring conversation — with skilled mediation if appropriate — among representatives of all the parties involved, including members of our community who are gay and lesbian. The goal is to make Notre Dame a safer, healthier and more loving place, for all of us and, as our mission calls us, to form "an authentic human community graced by the Spirit of Christ."

The Administrative Staff
The Center for Social Concerns
Indiana upsets Purdue

By STEVE HERMAN
Associated Press

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. —
Charlie Miller has found his shooting touch and his confidence.

"It's the way I should have been playing the whole time," Indiana freshman said Sunday after scoring a season-high 21 points in an 82-73 victory over No. 25-ranked Purdue.

Miller, averaging only 4.9 points on 41 percent shooting going into the game, hit 9-of-11 shots, including both his 3-pointers, as the Hoosiers snapped Purdue's six-game winning streak and kept alive their own slim Big Ten title hopes.

"That's all I really have to say," Miller said. "We really have to work on consistency as far as free throws," stated Kopperud.

I had to do it. We really have to
work on consistency as far as
free throw shooting and new
problems contributing to the
loss.

"It's the way I told myself
I had to do it. We really have to
work on consistency as far as
free throw shooting and new
problems contributing to the
loss.

"I knew I couldn't help the team at allI hit a 3-pointer to put the Purdue up 58-52, then after a free throw by Purdue's Roy
Hoarsen, Indiana scored again on a basket by Brian Evans and a layup by Miller.

The Hoosiers continued widening the lead, and Purdue never came closer than seven after that.

The Belles have been working on free throw shooting and new defense tactics in practice. This seems to be bringing the team back together.

So, why weren't they good enough?

"That's all I really have to say," Miller said. "That's all I really have to say."
Wildcats continued from page 20
Justice steal. Maybe a dunk by Wildcats
Young picked up two quick fouls, Williams was a non-factor, the Wildcats continued their explosion, stretching the lead relentlessly.

"We may have seen the No. 1 team in the country today," stated an obviously awed Irish head coach John MacLeod after the game. "They basically toyed with us for a while."
The Wildcats finished with six players in double figures, led by junior forward Walter McCarty, who scored 17 of his game high 20 points in the first half.

"We were very unselfish on offense, but it was our defense that was spectacular at all levels," stated Kentucky coach Rick Pitino.

Indeed, the stifling Wildcat man-to-man wreaked havoc with the Irish half court sets. Notre Dame shot a miserable 33% from the field while committing 23 turnovers.

"When a team shoots such a low percentage, there are going to be a lot of offensive rebounds," explained Pitino.

"We limited them to just six second shots, which served as a catalyst for our fast break."
Kentucky also dominated from the arc, hitting 12 threes, including four from McCarty and three from guard Tony Delk.
Meanwhile, Notre Dame continued to struggle from deep, as none of the Irish marksmen were able to get open looks at the basket.

Notre Dame's only threes in the second half came well after the game was decided.

Notre Dame's inside game was equally inept. Leading scorer Pat Garrity was 1 for 8 from the floor, while freshman reserve Brian Watkins was 0-5 in extended minutes.

Derek Mann and Hoover led the Irish with 12 points apiece.

John Paxson sauntered around the arena looking much like a man who could still knock down a three, or at least a free throw (The Irish were 14-for-24 in the first half).

"They just need more talent," he said afterwards. He was talking about the Irish, but then widened his comments to include the Bulls.
And Jeff Burriss sat quietly in the stands, reminding all of the days when mediocrity on the hardwood was offset by prosperity at the building across from the JACC.

NBC had the unfortunate duty of nationally televising this debacle just as ABC is televising UCLA's slaughter of the Irish last weekend. Next up may be the Fox network where they never put much weight on ratings.
Pitino was humbled. "An off night," he called it. And as every coach does after shellacking the Irish, he gave hope for the future.

"Notre Dame basketball is going to be different. Now that they are in the Big East, they are going to have a foothold in New York, New Jersey, Chicago, and all the hotbeds."

Meaning one day, Notre Dame might find some teeth.

---Chicago Tribune

Dohrmann continued from page 20

eight-man. They're as good as the three or the one or the two on the Irish roster. But then I guess that's the problem. The Wildcat's No. 8 is Antonie Walker, after the game Pitino called him the most talented player he's had since Jamal Mashburn. Big problems.

Fans were painfully reminded of Notre Dame's mediocrity each time the Irish crossed half court. For as stingy as the Kentucky press can be, it was not the falling for the blue and gold.
The press wasn't that bad, we were able to break that, but once we got into our half court offense we got careless with the ball," senior guard Lamarre Justice said. "That was what killed us."

Not-so-obvious reminders of better days floated around the Joyce ACC like snow flurries. LaPhonso Ellis sat behind the Irish bench recalling the days of dunks and rebounds and, yes, tight losses. There were days that Notre Dame boasted of Phonix, whereas the suits these days are filling by one too many Richie Cunningham.

Protest continued from page 20

GLND/SMC. Notre Dame officials beefed up security as a precautionary measure.

"We're always concerned when we have a nationally televised game, but yes we did increase security a little more than we normally would," said Director of Security Rex Baskow. "It has been an unsettling week on campus."

At halftime of the game, ushers and security surrounded the court but were not confronted. Over 100 students staged a sit-in during the halftime of the University of Massachusetts-Rutgers game last week in protest of remarks made by the Rutgers president concerning the genetic background of minorities. He has since apologized for the remarks.

John Blandford, co-chairman of GLND/SMC, laughed at the rumors and said that nothing had been planned.

"It wasn't even under consideration. In fact, I'm a little insulted that the administration would think we would copy Rutgers," Blandford said. "I thought they would give us a little more credit that we could come up with something original."
Opponents pack their bags

By KC GOYER

So, what did you do this weekend?

Ask the women's basketball team, and you'll hear about two more victories for one of the nation's hottest teams. On Friday night, the Irish

sent their conference rival the Butler Bulldogs crumbling home with their tails between their legs, 80-61. Then on Sunday, the Irish snatched snuffed out to Bales, Lorenz, Ling, Dal Grande, and Ben Nelsen as well as to four Ohio State players.

Although Saturday night's game didn't have quite the excitement, the result was just the same. The Irish controlled the game from start to finish on their way to a 4-3 victory.

Harberts, defenceman Cary Neneth, right wing Jeff Hassleman, and center Jay Matsushak registered goals for Notre Dame who improved its record to 9-21-1 with the win.

Both Butler and Illinois came in with a respectable 7-3 record, but was unable to improve it as Notre Dame won 80-61.

The turnaround came at 9:59 in the second half. The Irish had recovered from a three point deficit to play give a bucket-take a bucket for three minutes. That's when Karl Hutchinson and Lesia Bowen came in, Fields hit the 'J' and the momentum took off.

Lesia Bowen was her usual force on the court, and registered her third consecutive double-double on Friday with 12 points and 10 rebounds. "We rebounded better in the second half," Bowen said, "And we turned it up on defense." In keeping her characteristic hot shooting of late, Gaither was 9 of 13 on Friday night, finishing the game as the leading scorer with 18 points. Gaither's showing was no small feat as she was guarded by her tallest opponent in the conference. Lieslie Schultz, a 6'5" senior, is Butler's leading scorer as well as the school's candidate for All-American honors.

On Sunday night, the Irish extended their winning streak to 8 games as they earned their 13th victory in 14 games. The University of Chicago-Illinois came in with a respectable 7-3 record, but was unable to improve it as Notre Dame won 73-57.

Both Butler and UIC came to the JACC only to leave with losses as the Irish keep their winning streak alive.

Accelerated Program in Nursing

• Earn a B.S. degree in nursing
• Eligibility requirement: bachaunism degree as of May '95
• Program begins May 30, 1995 and ends July, 1996
• Application materials must be submitted by March 1, 1995.
• For more information contact, Saint Mary's College Admission Office at (219) 334-4067.

Perception vs. Reality

"SPRING IS NEAR!"

—Punxsutawney Phil
"The Groundhog"

New SPRING Merchandise Just Arrived.
CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1. Israeli port
2. "Of -I Sing"
3. 1985 film
4. Mexican coin
5. Cane blanche
6. Hawaiian island
7. Cowgirl Evans
8. Actor Alan
9. Won't
10. Door holder
11. Late tennis V.I.P.
12. Yard sections
13. Comic Johnson
14. Shape of St. Anthony's cross
15. That guy's
16. Yale Bulldog
17. Bake in sauce
18. Water tower
19. October stones
20. Feelings in slang
21. Playwright Edward
22. "The A-Team" star
23. Stranded sailor's call
24. Central arteries
25. Indulged in reveries
26. Charm trinkets
27. Folkie Guthrie
28. Watch's face
29. Corny throwaways
30. Moose
31. Moose
32. Nevada city
33. Moose
34. Electrical unit
35. Date with sticks
36. "For heaven's sake..."
37. Bulging creas
38. Impediment, at law
39. Computer capacity, for short
40. Mrs. in Madrid
41. Two-legged
42. Florida city
43. Over Dr.
44. Comical playwright
45. Mr. Gershwin
46. Cover
47. Conducted
48. Mrs. in Madrid
49. Two-legged
50. Florida city
51. Over Dr.
52. Comical playwright
53. Mr. Gershwin
54. Cover
55. Conducted
56. Shoemaker's tools
57. A little bumpy, but the low humidity affects that
58. Actress Turner
59. Part of K.K.K.
60. Comical playwright
61. Mr. Gershwin
62. Cover
63. Conducted
64. Indian port
65. French film
66. Florida city
67. Over Dr.
68. Comical playwright
69. Mr. Gershwin
70. Cover
71. Conducted
72. Five-legged
73. Florida city
74. Over Dr.
75. Comical playwright
76. Mr. Gershwin
77. Cover
78. Conducted
79. A billion dollars?
80. Can't track these numbers
81. That crossed my mind

DOWN
1. Weather
2. Israeli port
3. Hawaiian island
4. Cowboy Evans
5. Actor Alan
6. "I
7. That guy's
8. Yale Bulldog
9. Bake in sauce
10. Water tower
11. October stones
12. Feelings in slang
13. Playwright Edward
15. Stranded sailor's call
16. Central arteries
17. Indulged in reveries
18. Charm trinkets
19. Folkie Guthrie
20. Watch's face
21. A little bumpy, but the low humidity affects that
22. Actress Turner
23. Part of K.K.K.
24. Comical playwright
25. Mr. Gershwin
26. Cover
27. Conducted
28. Indian port
29. French film
30. Florida city
31. Over Dr.
32. Comical playwright
33. Mr. Gershwin
34. Cover
35. Conducted
36. Florida city
37. Over Dr.
38. Comical playwright
39. Mr. Gershwin
40. Cover
41. Conducted
42. Florida city
43. Over Dr.
44. Comical playwright
45. Mr. Gershwin
46. Cover
47. Conducted
48. Florida city
49. Over Dr.
50. Comical playwright
51. Mr. Gershwin
52. Cover
53. Conducted
54. Florida city
55. Over Dr.
56. Comical playwright
57. Mr. Gershwin
58. Cover
59. Conducted
60. Florida city
61. Over Dr.
62. Comical playwright
63. Mr. Gershwin
64. Cover
65. Conducted

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Notre Dame

American Red Cross

NORTH

Ichthy Fish Sandwich
Tortellini with Basil
Cheese Sauce
Browned Spears

SOUTH

Roast Tip Round
Chicken Teriyaki
Mushroom Quiche

Know it All.

American Red Cross

Goose

Take a first aid class with the American Red Cross. We'll teach you what you need to know to save someone you love. From choking, bleeding or dozens of other life threatening emergencies.

Call your chapter of the American Red Cross today. And know it all.

American Red Cross
MEN'S BASKETBALL

Wildcats prey on defense-less Irish

By TIMOTHY SEYMOUR
Associate Sports Editor

The opportunity was there for the patented run, the stretch of streaky shooting and crazy bounces that has been the one consistency for an otherwise unpredictable Notre Dame men's basketball squad.

Trailing by 16 at the break in an eventual 97-58 dismantling at the hands of the No. 5 Kentucky Wildcats, the Irish were in position to get the apathetic Joyce Center crowd back into the game and turn the momentum.

The script should have read like this. A few Ryan Hoover three pointers. A Lamar see WILDCATS I page 17

Freshman Derek Manner soared to score 12 points against Kentucky, but not all the Irish faired as well with the Wildcat's stifling defense.

JOCK STRIP

Notre Dame still looking for their own set of canines

They came in waves of blue and white, wearing baggy shorts with what looked like teeth painted on the sides. No molars, all sharp canines, these Kentucky Wildcats need not swallow opponents whole when they can gnaw them to paste.

Notre Dame lost big Sunday, 97-58, and even that vast a margin might not describe the difference between these two teams.

"I think you saw the best team in the country today," Irish coach John MacLeod said. "The other teams that have been No. 1 all have a significant loss, but Kentucky does not. Their three loses this year have come by a total of four points."

Notre Dame's last two losses have come by a total of 77. But it is unfair to compare Kentucky and the Irish unless you restrict your scope to the wardrobes of MacLeod and Kentucky coach Rick Pitino. (MacLeod wins going away).

"Every team has depth, every team can to their eight, nine, or ten," Pitino said. "But what coaches fear is that when they go to their eight guy he won't be as good as their three. Kentucky doesn't have that problem."

The Irish doesn't have that problem either. The Irish boast either Pete Miller, Brian Watkins, or Derrick Manner as their see PROTEST/ page 17

Friday night at the fights

Matushak scoring, brawl highlight successful weekend

By MICHAEL DAY
Sports Writer

Mission accomplished.

When Ohio State came to town this weekend for a pair of games at the Joyce Center Fieldhouse, the Notre Dame hockey team had just one thing on its mind: beat the Buckeyes to avoid finishing last place.

And the Irish did just that. In a series that had basement ownership on the line, Notre Dame came ready to play, whipping OSU 5-1 and 4-3 to all but secure a ninth place finish in the CCHA.

Although not normally accustomed to it, the Irish got off to a scorching start in the first period. Junior defenseman Jeremy Coe started a Notre Dame rally by intercepting a Buckeye pass in front of his own goal. He then found Lorenz wide open, who in turn, set up junior right wing Jamie Moreshead for his seventh goal of the year.

Just three minutes later, the Irish struck again. Coe notched his first goal of the season when he received a pass via Lorenz and right wing Tim Harberts and sailed the puck past OSU goaltender Tom Askey with 13:53 remaining.

Notre Dame wasn't through yet. At the 2:20 mark of the opening period, freshman Lyle Andrusiak, playing perhaps his best game of the season, see FIGHTS/ page 18

IRISH Sweep OPPONENTS

The women's basketball team swept both Butler and UIC over the weekend see page 18